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Torras UPRO Ostand Matte Case for iPhone 15 (navy blue)
Protect your smartphone with the multi-functional Torras UPRO Ostand Matte magnetic case, which has been honored with international
awards  for  its  exceptional  design.  It  is  also  distinguished  by  strong  magnets,  which  allow  free  charging  anywhere.  A  practical  ring
increases the convenience of use and allows the product to be used as a stand. The refined design guarantees reliable protection of the
device. Another advantage is compatibility with all magnetic accessories.
 
Reliable magnets
The Torras UPRO Ostand Matte case uses Halbach magnets and 38 neodymium magnets to securely attach your phone to a variety of
magnetic accessories and allow for convenient charging. This allows you to freely use navigation while traveling by car without worrying
about your device discharging at the wrong time.
 
For the safety of your device
The Torras product has received SGS certification and provides effective protection for your smartphone. It is surrounded by a 360° air
cushion and equipped with additional X-shock 4.0 air cushions. Safety is also enhanced by a multi-layer construction. The case, with an
additional 2.5mm rise at the camera and 1.5mm at the screen, effectively protects the phone from drops, bumps and other unforeseen
events.
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Design that stands out
Experience that functionality can combine with aesthetics. The Torras UPRO Ostand Matte case combines elegance and minimalism, and
is lightweight and durable thanks to the use of aircraft-grade aluminum. The slim and silky smooth design provides convenient access to
all  phone  functions.  In  addition,  the  ring-shaped  holder  doubles  as  a  stand,  allowing  you  to  position  your  smartphone  vertically  or
horizontally and allowing you to adjust the tilt angle from 40 to 120°.
 
	Manufacturer
	Torras
	Model
	UPRO Ostand Matte
	Compatibility
	iPhone 15
	Color
	navy vlue

Price:

Before: € 49.9995

Now: € 41.50
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